In [1] a signal reconstruction problem motivated by X-ray crystallography is (approximately) solved in a Bayesian statistical approach. The signal is zero-one, periodic, and substantial statistical a priori information is known, which is modeled with a Markov random field. The data are inaccurate magnitudes of the Fourier coefficients of the signal. The solution is explicit and the computational burden is independent of the signal dimension. In this paper a detailed parameterization of the a priori model appropriate for crystallography is proposed and symmetry-breaking parameters in the solution are used to perform data-dependent adaptation of the estimator. The adap-1
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In [1] a novel Bayesian statistical approach is presented to a class of phase-retrieval problems exemplified by the inverse problem of single-crystal X-ray crystallography. In this paper parameters are proposed in the a priori model that are suitable for modeling bond-length limitations in covalently-bound molecules, free parameters in the estimator are employed in order to design a data-dependent adaptive estimator, and several numerical examples in one and two dimensions based on simulated data are provided.
The situation from [1] is recalled in this and the following paragraph. There is a periodic object which takes only values zero and one, and the observer makes corrupted measurements, denoted Yk, of the magnitude of its Fourier transform. The goal is to reconstruct the object from these measurements and from a priori probabilistic information concerning the class of likely objects. One period of the object is modeled as a binary-valued finite-lattice MI\arkov random field (MRF) denoted (, and the corruption of the measurements is modeled as independent Gaussian random variables with k-dependent variances. Both the MRF and the Gaussian observation errors can be put in the form of energy functions with the corresponding probabilities in the form of the Gibbs distribution. A Bayesian conditional mean estimation problem is approximately solved. In order to compute E(Snl{y}) one computes averages.
However, because only the magnitude of the Fourier transform is available, the definition of the coordinate system on the object is lost. For example, in one dimension, all information concerning the origin in the sense of translation and concerning the handedness in the sense of inversion through the origin (n ---n) is lost. If one blindly averages over all configurations of {5}, the result is a DC field. Therefore, an additional term in the energy function is introduced which favors certain configurations. For example, in one dimension, the additional term breaks the symmetries of the previous energy function with respect to translation and inversion. The term has the form of a convolution of the field O,. with a kernel function '?,. for choosing them in a data-dependent fashion.
In solving the estimation problem in [1] two approximations were made. The first approximation was the spherical model which relaxed the 0-1 nature of the lattice variables q,n. The second approximation was to evaluate integrals asymptotically as the observation noise variance approached zero. (Actually two different asymptotic problems were proposed and solved depending on whether the a priori energy function was scaled along with the observational energy function). Given these two approximations, explicit (e.g., no numerical quadratures or nonlinear optimizations) formulae were computed for an approximation, denoted m,, to E(,lj{y}) as a function of 4' and y. These formulae are easy to comnpute, can accommodate missing data and varying observation noise variance, and are essentially the same in any dimensional space.
For any choice of P, this is a valid Bayesian estimation problem. Therefore, the goal is to choose 4, in an intelligent fashion. One natural approach, which is the approach taken here, is to try to choose 4, or equivalently, the estimation problem, to minimize the effects of the two approximations made in the solution of the estimation problem.
In this paragraph the Hamiltonian is recalled from [1] . The Hamiltonian is in three partsthe a priori probability part Hapriori, the conditional observational probability part Hobs, and the symmetry breaking part Hs ' .b. That is,
Equations are stated for the one-dimensional case. In d dimensions exactly the same equations hold with indices, lattice dimensions, and sums all expanded to d dimensions. The a priori part is the most general shift-invariant quadratic, specifically,
where L is the size of the lattice which is also the period of the crystal when measlire(l iI lattice spacings. The conditional observational part is Gaussian, specifically, 
where On is real and periodic with period L.
In this paragraph the asymptotics are recalled from [1] . Two different asymptotic limits are considered. The first limit, denoted Problem 1, is purely a small observation noise limit.
That is, the observation noise variance a2 satisfies a = & 2 and A T oo. The second limit, denoted Problem 2, combines the small observation noise limit with a proportional scaling of the a priori Hamiltonian. That is, the observation noise variance a2 and the parameters W 2 (k 1 , k 2 ) and w 1 from the a priori portion of the Hamiltonian satisfy ak = ;lc W 2 (kl, k 2 ) = AXW 2 (ki, k 2 ), W 1 = AXWi, A T oo, and X is a fixed real number.
The remainder of this paper is organized in the following fashion. In Section 2 a parameterization of the a priori Hamiltonian is described that is appropriate for X-ray crystallography. In Section 3 an optimization problem is described for the choice of b. Implementation issues are briefly discussed in Section 4. In Section 5 one-dimensional examples are presented which emphasize the need to break the symmetries discussed above. In Section 6 a one-dimensional example is presented which is sufficiently small such that it is possible to compute estimator performance statistics versus observation noise intensity for the exact conditional mean estimator, the approximations to the conditional mean estimator ( with either definition of the asymptotics), and the trivial estimator that simply takes a random sample from the a priori distribution for its estimate. A two-dimensional example is presented in Section 7. Finally, in Section 8 the results to date are discussed and directions for future research are described.
Use of Hapriori in X-Ray Crystallography
In this section one method for using the quadratic a priori Hamiltonian Hapri°ri to model bond-length limitations in covalently bound molecules is described. By interpreting I I as absolute value in one dimension or as Euclidean norm in higher dimensions, the following applies for arbitrary dimension of the signal.
Define a minimum (maximum) bond length 11 (12) measured in lattice spacings. Assume that there is an atom at site no. Therefore, qn,, = 1. In order to avoid the presence of a neighboring atom at less than the minimum bond length, the a priori probability function is low if there is an atom in the region {nlln -nol < II}. In addition, in order to avoid unbound atoms, the a priori probability function is low if there is no neighboring atom in the region {nlll < In -nol < 12}. In order to use these ideas with the quadratic H a p " ' i°' defined previously, the penalty on crowding (i.e., an atom in the region {nn -noI < 1 })) must become progressively greater as more atoms fall in the region and the penalty on being unbound (i.e., {nlll < In -nol < 12}) must become progressively smaller as more atoms fall in the region. (Note, however, that as more atoms are present in this region they in turn will become crowded with respect to each other, thereby lowering the a priori probability function again). The penalties described here are associated with site no and therefore w 1 , and where pl > 0, P2 < 0, and 1 < 11 < 12. Generalizations to Hamiltonians that include a quadratic penalty on deviations from a desired valence number are also straightforward.
To this point in the present paper and throughout [1] , this model and estimator have been motivated from the perspective of atomic resolution X-ray crystallography where the lattice variables are the presence or absence of an atom at that location. However, there are low resolution structures of large molecules (e.g., proteins) that might also be addressed. In the low resolution protein setting, one is interested in locating the path in three dimensions of a solid "tube" of high electron density that follows the polypeptide backbone in a background of relatively low electron density. The new interpretation of the lattice variables would then be that 0 corresponds to background and 1 corresponds to polypeptide backbone, which is approximated to have only one value of electron density. The purpose of the a priori
Hamiltonian HaPriori would then be quite different. Specifically, it would seek to make the occupied sites (the l's) form a connected solid tube rather than scattering through space.
Therefore, it would more resemble a ferromagnetic Ising model Hamiltonian than the bondlength Hamiltonian described in the previous paragraphs. After this change in interpretation of the lattice variables and change in the constants in the a priori Hamiltonian, the remainder of the calculation in [1] would be unaltered.
The Choice of 4
The symmetry breaking portion of the Hamiltonian, HS b ' , contains the parameters On, and for any choice of ;bn an approximation to the Bayesian conditional mean estimator was computed in [1] . These degrees of freedom are used to design an adaptive estimator.
As described in the Introduction, the calculations of [1] contain two approximations, namely the spherical and asymptotic approximations. The asymptotic approximation is of less concern because it can be improved on by taking additional terms in the asymptotic series and because the crystallography problem is in fact a small-noise problem. However, the spherical approximation, by relaxing the atomicity of the electron density which has been central to successful direct methods in crystallography, is of more concern. In addition, natural improvements on the spherical approximation are difficult to compute because they couple the Fourier coefficients. Therefore, the adaptive estimation scheme focuses on decreasing the effects of the spherical approximation.
The idea is to choose a new Vb for each data set such that the choice minimizes a cost function C. C is a function both of ibn and of the unthresholded approximations mn to 
At the same time, it is undesirable for .; to vanish because of its role in symmetry breaking, or to grow too large and dominate the estimator. Therefore, deviations in energy from a desired energy Eo are penalized with the cost function C= (114'11 -Eo) 2 where Ilxll, = (E xP)l/P. Choice of Eo is discussed in the following section.
Finally, among all the estimators parameterized by 4, it is desirable to choose a confident estimator, that is, an estimator for which the resulting m, are near 0 and 1. Therefore deviations in mn from 0 and 1 are penalized by using the cost function
(I prefer to penalize mn > 1 and mn < 0 through C1 only).
The costs C1 and C3 depend on mn, the approximation to the expectation E(,,Il{y}), There are obviously many other ways in which one might set 4'. One natural entirely different category of methods would be to set 4' so that the resulting Bayesian estimator has some desirable statistical property. Here the choice would be made once forever according to some ensemble criteria while in the method described above the choice is made for each data set according to a pathwise criteria. For any 4, the Bayesian conditional mean estimator minimizes the conditional expectation of the squared difference between the actual and estimated fields. One might then choose 4 to minimize higher order statistics or a special discrete class of errors that are particularly important from the application perspective.
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When computing 4', globally optimal solutions were not sought. Rather I have thought in terms of downhill search starting from an initial condition pi.'C where the initial condition (1) has a clear symmetry-breaking interpretation and (2) to be the first moment of the field O, and therefore clearly breaks translational symmetry. Two-dimensional problems have more types of symmetries than one-dimensional problems and an initial condition that clearly breaks more than translational symmetry is desirable. In the work described here the initial condition was
where L 1 and L 2 are the dimensions of the lattice, a 1 and a 2 are constants, and Though the initial condition for 4 in two-dimensional problems is a product of functions of individual coordinates, the optimization considered any two-dimensional ;, not restricted to this product form. However, it may be sufficient and would certainly save computational expense to consider throughout the optimization only 4 with the product form.
A very inefficient scheme was used for optimizing 4 which, however, results in an unconstrained optimization problem. The inefficiency stems from the parameterization. Recall from [1] that the estimator has the following structure. First, fix 4'. Second, compute approximations M/lk to E(Dkl{y}), the conditional expectations of the Fourier coefficients of the field q,. The formulae for this computation are in terms of Sk, the Fourier coefficients of ' ,n and the data {y}. Third, compute approximations m, to E(Sql{y}), the conditional expectation of the field, by computing the inverse Fourier series of Mk. Fourth, threshold the rn2 to compute the estimated field.
The L real variables bn n E {O,..., L -1} were used to parameterize 4b. Because each of these variables independently ranges over all of R, methods for unconstrained optimization problems can be applied. However, a computational penalty is paid because first 0n must be transformed into 'Tk, at the cost of one Fourier series, and then Mk must be transformed into m,, at the cost of a second Fourier series. If the parameterization was T0 E R, z T k, and Ij'kl (k E {1,... , L2 }), then the optimization is no longer unconstrained since ZL k E [0, 27r) and lIkl E [0, ~o), but the cost of one of the Fourier series calculations is avoided. Note in this regard that C 2 can easily be computed in terms of 4,,. or in terms of IXkl. Also note that the above is purely a discussion of efficiency per iteration. The behavior of the optimization criteria as a function of the parameterization (e.g., straight versus highly curved valleys) will determine the number of iterations required and this aspect has not been considered at all.
Furthermore, an inefficient multidimensional downhill simplex method [2] was used to solve the unconstrained optimization problem. This method uses function evaluations but no derivatives and attempts to move a nondegenerate simplex in RL defined originally by L + 1 initial condition vectors downhill by simple geometric moves (e.g., reflection of the vertex with the highest function value through the opposite face of the simplex to a position with a lower function value) until the simplex arrives at a minimum. This algorithm was chosen because the software is robust and was easily available. As mentioned in the previous section, at each step mn (the approximation to E(,nlI{y})) is recomputed for each choice of Finally, all the equations, both for the one-and two-dimensional cases, are for odd
As mentioned in [1] , this case was considered because the fact that q, is real constrains ek, its Fourier coefficients. Specifically, in one dimension, it implies
For L even there are therefore two coefficients that are guaranteed real (more in higher dimensions) while for L odd there is one such coefficient in any dimension.
Therefore the equations are much simpler for L odd. However, L odd is unfavorable from the computational point of view because it is incompatible with using power of two Fast Fourier
Transforms. In one dimension the Fourier series was computed by explicit summation at a cost proportional to L 2 while in two dimensions the Fourier series was computed by a one-dimensional chirp z transform on rows and then on columns. In light. of the inefficient parameterization, software, and Fourier series situation, measures of algorithm speed are not reported.
In [1] a very brief sketch was given of an algorithm for locating the critical point in the asymptotics that is exact, noniterative, and requires only order L computation. This algorithm is described more fully in the Appendix. In the examples described in this paper, there is always a single critical point so the simple formulae of [1] apply. In fact, in the problems where I have investigated, there is only a single maximum for the exponent which determines the critical point.
One-Dimensional Examples
These examples are included to emphasize the importance of the symmetry breaking role of
The calculations of this section use the Problem 2 asymptotics where the observational Hamiltonian Ho°b and a priori Hamiltonian Hapri°ri are both scaled by the asymptotic parameter and the ratio between their scalings is X. In the Hamiltonian of Sections 1 and 2 take or = =o 2 = 0.1 Vk E {0 ... , L-1}, X = 1, q , P = 1, p2 = -2, p11 = 4, 12 = 6, and L = 27.
For the adaptive estimator design cost take either C O = C1 + C2 or C' = Cl + C2 + C3. Two simulations are described based on two different choices of the underlying field {q}. InI both cases the simulated data are pseudo Gaussian random numbers with variance 0 ' 2 added to the Fourier coefficients of the field. Since the fields have either two or three occupied sites, these noise levels correspond well to the 1 to 3 percent errors in real crystallographic data [3, p. 193] .
f 0 if nh{1,5}
For simulated data based on the field 2 if n using cost C' (respec-1 if nE{1,5}
tively, C l ) the approximate conditional expectations are shown in Figure la (respectively, Figure 2a ) and optimized byn functions are shown in Figure lb (respectively, Figure 2b ). In both cases the thresholded estimate will be exactly correct though in the case of C O (i.e., not specifically selecting a confident estimator), the estimator almost fails to locate the first occupied site.
For simulated data based on the field 3 = f n 1, 5, 9 using cost C O (respec-.1 if n E {1,5,9} tively, C l ) the approximate conditional expectations are shown in Figure 3a (respectively, Figure 4a ) and optimized ,n functions are shown in Figure 3b (respectively, Figure 4b ). In the case of C O (i.e., not specifically selecting a confident estimator), the estimator fails to locate the first and third occupied sites. Instead there are two broad low peaks. The reason for the broad low peaks is a failure to adequately break inversion symmetry. Specifically, the left (respectively, right) half of the left peak, the central peak, and the left (respectively, right) half of the right peak corresponds to intervals of 5 and 4 (respectively, 4 and 5) corresponding to the signal and the inverted signal. When C' is used, this inversion symmetry is broken and only one of the signal and its inversion (specifically its inversion) are substantially represented in the a posteriori expectation and the thresholded estimate is exactly correct.
tion Noise Intensity
This section describes results concerning the estimator performance statistics versus observation noise intensity for the exact conditional mean estimator, the two approximations to the conditional mean estimator (that is, the two definitions of the asymptotics), and the trivial estimator that disregards the data and simply takes a random sample from the a priori distribution for its estimate. Comparison of the performance of the nontrivial and trivial estimators for different performance measures provides measures of the signal to noise ratio improvement due to the use of the nontrivial estimator. To perform these-calculations the lattice must be very small-one-dimensional with L = 17 sites-because the computation is done by Monte Carlo methods and the calculation of an individual estimate for the exact estimator is done by exhaustive enumeration.
The data is generated by first computing configurations of the Hapriori described in Section 2 and then computing the observational transformation (Fourier transform followed by magnitude squared) and adding Gaussian pseudo-random variables. The combination of configuration generation, observational transformation, and additive noise is denoted the "forward" problem.
The three nontrivial inverse problems are matched to the forward problem, that is, they share the same values for the parameters, except that the configurations in the forward problem are chosen with q = 0 for the symmetry breaking parameter.
Hapriori has parameters w 1 = 0, 11 = 3, 12 = 5, Pi = 1.5, and p2 = -0.5. The observational transformation has no parameters. The additive white pseudo-random Gaussian noise is parameterized by its standard deviation, denoted ok, which is constant over k. Statistics are collected on N = 1000 trials for each value of a. The underlying fields {X} are drawn from the probability mass function 7 exp(,-Hapriori) where Z _= Z{¢ exp using the Metropolis algorithm 2 . At a given a, the same set of stochastic realizations of the forward problem is used for all three nontrivial estimators. Since 1000 m 210 and there are only 217 configurations of the underlying lattice random variables, the lattice variable contribution to the total randomness in the measurements is fairly well sampled. (There are actually fewer distinguishable configurations because translations and inversions are unobservable).
Two measures of performance are considered. Both measures are expectations which are 1 To see that the equations are invariant under parameter changes such that ~ and XA are constant, it is helpful to introduce a new Lagrange variable r' to replace r (see [1, Section 10] ) where r' = rA. 2 The initial condition for the Metropolis algorithm is independent pseudo random binary numbers alt each site with equal probability of 0 and 1, the system is equilibrated for 200000 trials, and then the result of every 1 0 0 0 0 th trial is used.
approximately computed by averaging the results of the N trials 3 . Let On be an estimate of 0b,. Because the phase of q5n is not measured, ~n+no (translation by no) or _-n (inversion through the origin) are equally satisfactory estimates. Therefore in this section min means a minimization over a possible inversion through the origin and a translation applied to
On. Let IIxllp = (En IlxnP)" /P . The first measure is the expected value of the 12 norm of the difference between the true and reconstructed signals after a possible translation and reflection in order to achieve the best match, 4 i.e., E(1 2 ) = Emin Il -$112. Let tL(o, ) be the minimum number of lattice sites where n, =7 ,n and the minimum is taken over a possible inversion through the origin and a translation of s. Note that min j -~112 = min -I 11, = /( , ). Therefore the performance results for mean squared error, mean absolute error, and mean number of lattice site differences are all the same. The variability of performance around the average performance is also important. Therefore, for average performance measured in the sense of E (1 2 ), the variability of performance in the sense of the standard deviation SD (1 2 ) is also computed, i.e., SD (1 2 
The second measure, denoted fperfect, is the probability of an error-free estimate, i.e., (1 2 )) relative to E (1 2 ) for the three nontrivial estimators. The reason that the plots uo not have the two highest a data points for the exact computation is that the number of probabilistically important configurations increases as a increases. The running time of the current algorithm for the exact computation is sensitive to this number and becomes prohibitively long.
The maximal signal possible at any k in this problem is L = 17. Therefore, ignoring the constraints placed on the lattice configuration by the a priori distribution, the large r region reaches into the realm of rather noisy data. This is born out by the fact that the exact and trivial (observation independent) estimators provide rather similar performance by a = 6. Similarly, the small or region represents rather clean data. The general character of the performance is that at low and high o-all three nontrivial estimators provide rather similar performance while in the transition zone the exact estimator provides good performance to slightly higher a than the approximate estimators. These general characteristics are common in exact versus approximate nonlinear filters, e.g., in phase-locked loops [4, Chapter 6] . Note that at high oa with respect to the nperfect performance measure the exact estimator performs less well than the approximate estimators, reflecting the fact that the exact conditional mean estimator is not optimal for the nperfect performance criteria.
The fact that the Problem 2 estimator outperforms the Problem 1 estimator at high cr is expected. Recall that the Problem 2 estimator weights the a priori Hamiltonian H ap ' i°ri by the asymptotic parameter A while the Problem 1 estimator does not. Since the estimators are computed in the A --oo limit (even though they are used at finite A), the Problem 2 formulation relies more on a priori information and at high a a priori information is the only available information.
In Figure 6 the mean plus/minus one standard deviation lines are quite distant from the mean. One of the reasons for this is the discrete nature of the ~ estimates. Since min | -+2 = #(~, ¢) and it takes on only small integer values, the standard deviation of min II -+112 is larger than might be expected because all deviations from mean performance must be at least a certain minimal distance away. In the Table a At high a, all three nontrivial estimators give estimates with higher values of E (1 2 ) than the trivial estimator that disregards the data. I attribute this to the q = 1 used to break the symmetries in the nontrivial estimators, which is not equal to the actual value of q = 0 used both to select the true configurations from the a priori distribution and to select the estimated configurations in the trivial estimator. One could compute a second trivial estimator which again disregards the data but draws from a distribution with q = 1. I did not do this because this estimate is (slightly) more costly to compute than the q = 0 estimate and will have poorer performance so there is no logical reason to use such an estimator. In addition there may be a statistical effect since the trivial estimator's performance is based on a far larger number of trials.
In Figure 7 a small subset of the truth configurations used in these simulations are shown. While the small size and the one-dimensional nature of the lattice preclude a really "molecular" appearance, still the basic idea is present-the l's, which correspond to the atoms, are generally neither adjacent nor isolated in both directions by great distances. Rather, the l's occur on average one "covalent bond length" from each other. Note that the boundary conditions for this space group are the standard toroidal boundary conditions so that 1's near an end may be bound to l's near the other end.
A Two-Dimensional Example
In one-dimensional examples there is no concept of bond angle and therefore there are surprisingly few degrees of freedom in a configuration that has a low value for Hap ri°ri . In this section a two dimensional example is presented which demonstrates that the approximate estimators can work in situations with these additional degrees of freedom which are only indirectly constrained by the bond-length oriented a priori Hamiltonian. Also, this example.
though still small, has many more lattice sites than any of the previous examples.
The lattice measures 9 by 13 sites. The true configuration has 7 occupied sites located at positions (5,10), (2, 8) , (3,5), (5,3) , (4, 0) , (1, 0) , and (0, Figure 9 shows the optimized V in the same format as Figure S .
Note, as expected in light of the simple optimization scheme, that the initial and terminal b are qualitatively quite similar. Therefore the optimization, which does not explicitly include a measure of symmetry-breaking performance, has probably not greatly altered the symmetry breaking built into the initial condition ¢. Figure 10 shows the true b field and the estimated 4b field. Since these are binary fields, they are shown as patterns of occupied sites rather than as projections of surfaces. The estimate is exactly correct, though shifted from the true configuration by an inversion through the origin followed by a translation by the vector (5,11). Better performance cannot be hoped for since inversion and translation do not effect the magnitude of the Fourier transform coefficients. Finally, Figure 11 shows the final (i.e., computed with the optimized b) approximation to E(Obl{y}), the conditional expectation of the lattice field, in the same format as Figures 8 and 9 . Figure 10 , the estimated b field, results from thresholding Figure 11 at value l. In light of the large local maxima, it is straightforward to anticipate the result of the thresholding operation.
Discussion and Future Directions
In this paper a parameterization of Hapriori that is appropriate for crystallography is proposed; data-adaptive ideas for the choice of $, the convolutional kernel in the symmetry-breaking
Hs.b., are described; and several numerical examples in one and two dimensions on simulated data are given. The examples included a tiny one-dimensional problem where it is computationally practical to compute the estimator performance statistics versus observation noise intensity for the exact conditional mean estimator by brute force and compare with the approximate estimators. These examples, though small in size, demonstrate that these approximations based on the spherical model and small-noise asymptotics provide reasonable performance relative to the exact conditional mean estimator, which is extremlely expensive to compute. In the future superior optimization schemes are needed, as discussed in Section 4, in order to allow larger problems to be considered and more general space group symmetries need to be included here and in [1] . 
Appendix
This appendix is based on the results of [1, Section 10] and uses the definitions of that paper.
In this appendix an algorithm is described which efficiently solves for the critical point, that is the constrained global minimum, of OHx. The location of the critical point is needed in order to compute the small-noise asymptotic evaluation of the integrals required for the conditional-mean Bayesian estimator. In the process of computing the global minimum, all local minimum are also located.
In the case r = Lb , 2 b for some k E {1,.. , L-l -B I simply set pk = 0 while in theory Pk is undetermined (though nonnegative) and I should eventually integrate over a manifold when computing the asymptotics of the integrals. The manifold will not be all of pi. > 0 because if Ptk is too large, then the constraint equation will not have a real root for po.
There are three straightforward initialization steps followed by a loop over at most
Ckjmax is the largest c for which no observation was taken among frequencies k y 0. If {jiki E {1,... L } _ B} = 0, then set jmax = 0.
The algorithm will eventually consider every element of this set.
Loop (2) . Assume r e Ij.. 
di(j*, B)
Use of this result in eqn. 4 gives The original and reconstructed 0, agree exactly after an inversion through the origin followed by a translation by the vector (5,11). 
